HANDSET COMMANDS

Note: All codes must be done from (SB) mode. The CaddyTrek powers up in (SB) mode and returns to (SB) mode upon exiting any other mode.

1. **Mute the handset:**
   a. Press the DOWN arrow (7) times then press STOP
   b. Repeat steps to disengage

2. **Free the wheels while unit is on:**
   a. Press and hold the UP arrow until unit beeps.
   b. To disengage, press STOP

3. **Check the handset battery charge level:**
   a. Turn on the handset
   b. Press and hold the STOP button for 2-3 seconds
   c. Read LED light indicators left to right
      i. 4 green lights = 100% charged
      ii. 3 green lights = 70% charged
      iii. 2 green lights = 40% charged
      iv. 1 green light = 10% charged

4. **Recalibrate handset:**
   If the unit veers to the left or to the right, you may need to recalibrate.
   a. Turn unit on.
   b. While in SB mode, press: LEFT, RIGHT, LEFT, RIGHT, and then STOP. You’ll hear two beeps.

5. **Change R/F (Radio Frequency) signal:**
   - Yellow: Left, Left, Left, Stop (you’ll hear one beep)
   - Pink: Down, Down, Down, Stop (you’ll hear two beeps)
   - Gray: Right, Right, Right, Stop (you’ll hear three beeps)

6. **Enabling O/A (obstacle avoidance) mode:**
   a. Turn OA on: Press and hold the DOWN directional button until you hear 2 beeps
   b. Turn OA off: Press and hold the DOWN directional button until you hear 4 beeps

*Notes: Unit is shipped with O/A off; The OA and RC light will light up when OA is in use.*